Leadership Consultant and Speaker
Eileen partners with organizations to hire and lead exceptional people to
achieve high levels of performance, financial results, teamwork, employee
work passion, and joy. Her work has improved productivity, profitability
and employee work passion in firms like Anheuser-Busch, Ericsson
Worldwide, General Motors, LEGOLAND, the San Diego Padres, as well, as
small entrepreneurial businesses.
Eileen examines current processes and systems, and collaborates with
organizational leaders to implement changes to improve productivity and
profitability while enhancing the culture and employee experience. She
brings innovative solutions and breaks them down into simple steps that
result in successful implementation. She works with organizations going
through rapid growth, downsizing, mergers, acquisitions, restructuring, and
cultural transitions. She facilitates succession planning, strategic planning,
organizational change, joint problem solving, leadership development, and
team building. She partners with organizational leaders in an open,
positive, caring manner to address business needs and connects them to
strategic and tactical solutions. Eileen also has extensive experience in
executive and board assessment, evaluation, and development, including
C-suite selection and evaluation processes.

“An exceptional employee
brings fire and energy to
the business.”
— Eileen Hahn

Eileen Hahn has more than twenty-five years of experience as an internal
and external organization development professional. She has experience as
an Executive Coach, Human Resources Director, Corporate Training
Director, Sales Manager, and Recruiter and has worked with a broad range
of public, private, and non-profit organizations. Eileen has also worked as a
Consulting Director for the Ken Blanchard Companies (2012-2018) on key
projects, in addition to her Organization Effectiveness Consultants (OEC)
client work.

eileenbhahn.com

A Wonderful Combination
of “All Business” and “All
Fun”

A delightful and engaging professional
speaker and university instructor, Eileen
has been described as exuberant, expert,
business savvy, loving, energetic, and a
wonderful combination of “all business”
and “all fun.” She combines practical
knowledge, tools, and techniques with
warmth and real-world examples and
experiences. She taught organization
theory and behavior, training and
development, performance
management, recruitment, and selection
to undergraduate and graduate students
at the University of California at San
Diego, San Diego State University, and
Chapman University. Eileen has been the
President of the San Diego Chapter of the
Association of Talent Development (ATD).
Eileen brings and facilitates exceptional
work, results, and joy to organizations.

Speaking Topics
How to Hire One Exceptional
Employee

Effective teams start with exceptional employees. Finding
that one-in-a-million superstar staff member is a daunting
task, creating an entire team of superstars can seem like a
pipe dream. Turn the dream into reality! During this
session, learn to:
• Transform the knowledge of how to hire one exceptional
employee into hiring a staff of exceptional employees.
• Design a selection process and interview questions that
reveal exceptional employees.
• Help candidates be authentic in the interview, so you
know who you’re hiring.

How to Reach the Next Level of
Excellence Through Leadership

Hiring, training, leading, and coaching exceptional people
is a skill. If you want exceptional people and performance
you need to cultivate an environment for them to grow,
develop, flourish, and thrive. In this session, learn to:
• Find and hire people who were meant for the job.
• Define exactly what “exceptional” looks like for each
employee.
• Create an environment for employees to grow and
thrive.
• Propel employee performance each and every
quarter.

“Sometimes adjusting your style will keep an exceptional employee
and sometimes adjusting your style will make an exceptional employee.”
— Eileen Hahn

The Modern Employee Experience:
Where Employers are Missing the
Mark with Retention

Gone are the days where people work for the same company
their entire life. After you’ve recruited and hired great talent,
what can you do to keep them? There are specific workplace
policies and leadership practices that modern employees
desire and covet. In this session, learn to:
• Understand what modern employees are looking for in a
job, boss, and company.
• Lead with care, kindness, heart and love to achieve
exceptional results and retention.
• Six things you can do to attract and retain exceptional
employees.

Love What You Do and Be
Exceptional

Everyone can excel in a job aligned with their natural
talents. We all come equipped with innate skills, talents,
and superpowers. We don’t have to try or do anything
special; they are just our natural gifts. When we use those
gifts, we have the opportunity to be extraordinary in
what we do. In this session, learn to:
• Identify your innate skills, talents, and superpowers.
• Determine jobs, careers, and environments that are
attractive, purposeful, and meaningful to you.
• Employ job search strategies that are effective,
aligned, and authentic for you.

Customization:
Many conferences and meetings have unique timing and program
needs. Eileen is happy to serve you by customizing a presentation for
your particular needs.

To schedule an appearance:
858.735.3142 or eileen@eileenbhahn.com

eileenbhahn.com

